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Motivation
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Large cross sections and clean signatures of W→lv and Z→ll production allow the most 
precise probes of electroweak boson production in a vector-boson fusion topology 

Sensitive to triple-gauge couplings 

Validate uncertainties common to VBF Higgs measurements



ATLAS VBF W & Z measurements
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Cross sections in several fiducial regions

Differential cross sections of QCD and EW Vjj production in VBF fiducial regions

Constraints on anomalous triple-gauge couplings

EW Zjj production at high mjj  
4 EW vertices

QCD Zjj production 
2 EW vertices



VBF Z production @ 8 TeV
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t-channel production gives a signature of small-angle scattering: good S/B at high mjj 
Jet pT > 50, 40 GeV 

Two mjj regions defined: mjj > 250 GeV and mjj > 1 TeV 

Further enhance signal by requiring no additional jets in rapidity spanned by two jets

No jet in gap

JHEP 04 (2014) 031

Sherpa: LO 
Powheg: NLO
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VBF Z production @ 8 TeV
Sherpa does not model mjj shape well for QCD Zjj production 

Apply a correction to this shape based on events with an additional jet in the gap 

Measure EW Zjj production after correction 
Also constrain anomalous couplings using events with mjj > 1 TeV

With jet in gap No jet in gap

JHEP 04 (2014) 031

Region Measurement Powheg

mjj > 
250 GeV

σEW = 54.7  
±4.6 (stat) 

+9.8 -10.4 (sys) 
±1.5 (lum) fb

σEW = 46.1  
±0.2 (stat)  

+0.3-0.2 (scale)  
±0.8 (PDF) 

±0.5 (model)

mjj >  
1 TeV

σEW = 10.7  
±0.9 (stat) 
±1.9 (sys) 

±0.3 (lum) fb

σEW = 9.4 
±0.1 (stat) 

 ±0.2 (scale) 
±0.2 (PDF) 

±0.1 (model)
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VBF W production @ 7 & 8 TeV
Higher cross section allows:  

Most precise measurement of VBF boson production 
Only measurement of VBF boson production at 7 TeV 
Differential measurements of VBF boson production 

Similar selection to VBF Z measurement 
Powheg MiNLO used to model mjj distribution

arXiv:1703.04362

jets. The highest-pT jet is required to have p j1
T > 80 GeV and the second jet must have p j2

T > 60 GeV.
To isolate events with a W boson, a veto is imposed on events with a second same-flavour lepton with
pT > 20 GeV; these leptons are identified in data using relaxed isolation and impact parameter criteria. A
minimum cut on the transverse mass, mT > 40 GeV, of the W-boson candidate is additionally imposed,
where mT is defined by:

mT =

q
2pT · Emiss

T

h
1 � cos��(`, Emiss

T )
i
.

Jets are selected in data if they have |⌘| < 4.4 and �R( j, `) > 0.3. A VBF topology is selected by requiring
the invariant mass of the dijet system defined by the two highest-pT jets to satisfy M j j > 500 GeV, and
the absolute value of the rapidity separation of the jets to satisfy �y( j1, j2) > 2.

3.2 Definitions of the measurement regions

The above preselection defines an inclusive fiducial region, which is then split into four orthogonal fiducial
regions defined by the presence or absence of the lepton or an additional jet in a “central” rapidity range
between the two highest-pT jets. The signal EW W j j process is characterized by a lepton and no jets in
the central rapidity range. This range is determined by the centrality variable C` or C j for the lepton or
jets respectively:

C` ( j) ⌘
�������
y` ( j) � y1+y22
y1 � y2

�������
, (1)

where y` ( j) is the rapidity of the candidate lepton (jet), and y1 and y2 are the rapidities of the highest-pT
(leading) and next-highest-pT (subleading) jets. Requiring the centrality to be below a value Cmax defines
the selection of a rapidity range centred on the mean rapidity of the leading jets, i.e.,

y1 + y2
2

�Cmax ⇥ (y1 � y2),
y1 + y2

2
+Cmax ⇥ (y1 � y2)

�
, (2)

as illustrated in Figure 3. For Cmax = 0.5, the interval spans the entire rapidity region between the two
jets; the number of jets within this interval is denoted Ngap

jets . In defining the electroweak W j j signal region,
Cmax = 0.4 is used to count the number of leptons (Ncen

lepton) or jets (Ncen
jets ) within the range. A value of

Cmax = 0.4 permits an event with the emission of an additional jet close to one of the two highest-pT jets
to be retained as a candidate signal event.

The fiducial regions are illustrated in Figure 4. The signal process is characterized by a W boson in the
rapidity range spanned by the two jets (Figure 1), with no jets in this range due to the absence of colour
flow between the interacting partons. An event is therefore defined as being in the electroweak-enhanced
signal region if the identified lepton is reconstructed in the rapidity region defined by Eq. (2) and no
additional jets are reconstructed in this interval. A QCD-enhanced forward-lepton control fiducial region
is defined by the requirement that neither the identified lepton nor any additional jets be present in the
central rapidity interval. A second QCD-enhanced central-jet validation region is defined by events hav-
ing both the identified lepton and at least one additional jet reconstructed in the central rapidity interval.
These three orthogonal fiducial regions are used in Section 5 to constrain the modelling of QCD W j j pro-
duction from data, extract the EW W j j production cross section, and validate the QCD W j j modelling,
respectively.

For the determination of unfolded di↵erential cross sections presented in Section 6, four additional fidu-
cial regions are studied: the inclusive region for the progressively more restrictive dijet invariant mass
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VBF W production @ 7 & 8 TeV
Apply a correction to the mjj shape to reduce uncertainties (using “forward-lepton region”) 
Test correction in region where there is an additional jet in the gap

No jet in gap 
(to derive correction)

With jet in gap 
(to validate correction)

Correction reduces total uncertainty on  
measurement of σ/σSM from 0.18 to 0.14

arXiv:1703.04362
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VBF W production @ 7 & 8 TeV
Fit mjj for the normalizations of QCD Wjj and EW Wjj 

arXiv:1703.04362
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VBF W production @ 7 & 8 TeV
arXiv:1703.04362

CT10 vs 
NNPDF
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VBF W production @ 8 TeV
Perform differential measurements of QCD+EW and EW Wjj production 
Probe the various jet and lepton centrality phase spaces + four mjj thresholds

# of jets in gap between  
leading jets is an important  

distribution for extracting EW Wjj

Can also be quantified as  
the fraction of events  
with no jet in the gap  

(the “Jet-veto efficiency”)

arXiv:1703.04362
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VBF W production @ 8 TeV
Presence of EW Wjj clear in distributions of mjj and jet rapidity separation 
QCD+EW Wjj dijet pT distribution not well modelled by MC

arXiv:1703.04362
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VBF W production @ 8 TeV
Differential measurements of EW Wjj require mjj >1 TeV 
Subtract QCD Wjj before unfolding data 
Include distributions sensitive to anomalous gauge couplings

arXiv:1703.04362
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VBF W production @ 8 TeV

Integrate measurements to obtain  
a range of fiducial cross sections

arXiv:1703.04362
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VBF W production @ 8 TeV

Interpret using an effective Lagrangian to dimension 6:
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Figure 30: Measurements of the cross sections times branching fractions of electroweak production of a single
W, Z, or Higgs boson with two jets at high dijet invariant mass and in fiducial measurement regions. For each
measurement the error bar represents the statistical and systematic uncertainties summed in quadrature. Shaded
bands represent the theory predictions. The Mj j threshold defining the fiducial Z j j region di↵ers between ATLAS
and CMS, leading to di↵erent inclusive cross sections.

to constrain the parameters. The results are complementary to those obtained in diboson production [83],
which corresponds to the exchange of one o↵-shell boson in the s-channel rather than two in the t-
channel.

7.1 Theoretical overview

The signal-region measurements are sensitive to the WWV (V = Z or �) couplings present in the t-channel
production mode shown in Figure 1(a). These couplings can be characterized by an e↵ective Lagrangian
LWWV

e↵ including operators up to mass-dimension six [34]:

iLWWV
e↵ = gWWV

⇢h
gV

1 Vµ(W�µ⌫W+⌫ �W+µ⌫W
�⌫) + VW+µW�⌫ Vµ⌫ +

�V

m2
W

Vµ⌫W+⇢⌫ W�⇢µ
i

�
h ̃V

2
W�µW+⌫ ✏

µ⌫⇢�V⇢� +
�̃V

2m2
W

W�⇢µW
+µ
⌫ ✏
⌫⇢↵�V↵�

i�
,

where W±µ⌫ = @µW±⌫ �@⌫W±µ , with W±µ the W± field; Vµ⌫ = @µV⌫�@⌫Vµ, with Vµ the Z or � field; mW is the
W-boson mass; and the individual couplings have SM values gV

1 = 1, V = 1, �V = 0, ̃V = 0, and �̃V = 0.
The overall coupling constants gWWV are given by gWW� = �e and gWWZ = �e · cot(✓W), where e is the
electromagnetic coupling and ✓W is the weak mixing angle. The terms in the first row of the Lagrangian
conserve C, P, and CP, while those in the second violate CP. Deviations of the gV

1 and V parameters
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And translate into an effective field theory:

from the SM are denoted by �gZ
1 = g

Z
1 � 1 and �V = V � 1, respectively. The requirement of gauge

invariance at the level of dimension-six operators leads to the following relations [84]:

�gZ
1 = �Z + tan2 ✓W��, �� = �Z ⌘ �V , g

�
1 = 1, ̃� = � cot2 ✓W ̃Z , and �̃� = �̃Z ⌘ �̃V .

The presence of anomalous couplings leads to unphysically large cross sections when the square of the
momentum transfer (q2) between the incoming partons is large. To preserve unitarity, a form factor is
introduced with a new-physics scale ⇤ that suppresses the anomalous coupling at high energies:

↵(q2) =
↵

(1 + q2/⇤2)2 ,

where ↵ is the anomalous coupling of interest. In the following, 95% confidence-level intervals are set
for a unitarization scale of ⇤ = 4 TeV and for a scale that e↵ectively removes the form factor (shown as
⇤ = 1). The scale ⇤ = 4 TeV is chosen because it does not violate unitarity for any parameter in the
expected range of sensitivity.

An alternative to the use of a form factor is to restrict the couplings to the perturbative regime in an
e↵ective field theory. The EFT is an expansion in inverse powers of a scale not directly probed by the
data. The additional terms at dimension six in the EFT operators take the form

LEFT =
X

i

ci

⇤2 Oi,

where Oi are field operators with dimension  6, the scale of new physics is ⇤, and ci are dimensionless
coe�cients. The operators relevant to triple-gauge-boson couplings in the HISZ basis [84] are

OB = (DµH)†Bµ⌫D⌫H,
OW = (DµH)†Wµ⌫D⌫H,

OWWW = Tr[Wµ⌫W⌫⇢W
⇢µ],

OW̃ = (DµH)†W̃µ⌫D⌫H,
OW̃WW = Tr[Wµ⌫W⌫⇢W̃

⇢µ],

where H is the Higgs-boson field, Bµ⌫ = @µB⌫�@⌫Bµ, Bµ is the U(1)Y gauge field, and W̃µ⌫ = 1
2✏µ⌫⇢�W⇢�.

The coe�cients of these operators are related to the aTGC parameters via the following equations:

cW

⇤2 =
2

m2
Z

(gZ
1 � 1),

cB

⇤2 =
2

tan2 ✓Wm2
Z

(gZ
1 � 1) � 2

sin2 ✓Wm2
Z

(Z � 1),

cWWW

⇤2 =
2

3g2m2
W
�V ,

cW̃

⇤2 = �
2

tan2 ✓Wm2
W
̃Z ,

cW̃WW

⇤2 =
2

3g2m2
W
�̃V ,

where g is the weak coupling, mZ is the Z-boson mass, and the aTGC parameters do not have any form-
factor suppression.
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Constrain triple-gauge couplings using region of high Q2:  
mjj>1 TeV & leading jet pT>600 GeV 

39 events predicted, 30 events observed
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where g is the weak coupling, mZ is the Z-boson mass, and the aTGC parameters do not have any form-
factor suppression.
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Summary
Extensive and detailed studies of VBF in W→lv and Z→ll production performed at ATLAS 

Differential measurements of important backgrounds performed in both W & Z production 

Fiducial measurements of EW Wjj & Zjj performed with 7 and 8 TeV data 

Differential measurements of EW Wjj performed with 8 TeV data 

Constraints set on triple gauge couplings


